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LInIver ne
"It was an event, a happening,"
said Professor Melvyn Zarr of hdge
Constance Baker Motley's talk to a
standing room only crowd at the Law
School on Martin Luther King Day.
"Seldom have I seen an audience
listen to a speaker for two hours with
such concentration."
Professor Zan, who worked with
Judge Motley when both were coun-
sel for the NAACP Legal Defense and
Education Fund, Inc., in the 1960's,
introduced her. He highlighted her
work for 20 years as an attorney for
the Legal Defense Fund and her 25
years as a federal districtjudge in
New York, where she served as the
first black woman on a federal court.
Judge Motley focused on what it
was like to be a black female civil
rights lawyer in the deep South from
1945-65 through a chronological oral
history ofher experiences. She began
with a description of the successful
University of Texas Law School de-
segregation case, a landmark case in
the U.S. Supreme Court in 1948.
That and other cases in the 1940's
formed the basis for the NAACP's
strategy to build a careful foundation
showing that separate but equal does
not work and never would and was
therefore inherently unequal. This
became the successful argument used
inthe Brown v. Board of Education
case of 1954.
Of the many post-Brown cases
Judge Motley handled, she listed as a
favorite the desegregation case against
Clemson University, which required
the enrollment of Harvey Gantt as the
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first black student. Mayor Gantt was
recently the Democratic Senatorial
candidate in North Carolina. Perhaps
the best known cæe, she said, was the
University of Mississippi cæe. Judge
Motley said she isn't as likely to men-
tion it with fondness now that James
Meredith, the first black student there,
went to work for Jesse Helms.
Judge Motley represented Martin
Luther King in the Montgomery bus
boycott case and subsequently in
other situations. She found him a per-
son of great probity and circumspec-
tion. As a preacher's son and a
preacher himself, Dr. King was
always aware of how people were
perceiving him and always conducted
himself in a way that would not dis-
grace himself or his family or his
cause.
Spring t99l
Judge Motley never got to discuss
her experiences as the first black
female federal judge in the United
States, a subject, Professor Zarr said,
worthy of a return visit. Dean Donald
N. Zillman said of Judge Motley's
appearance and talk, "It was a mem-
orable visit, setting a King Day stand-
ard for future years." r
Beginning with this issue, the
Alumni Newsletter will be published
quarterly 
- 
at the end of March,
June, September and December. The
name change, from newsletter to
quarterly, reflects that change. Increas-
ing publication from three to four
times a year will allow the Law
School to keep you better informed
about School and alumni activities. r
Portland, Maine
DeanDonald N. Zìllmøn
Dean's Column
It is my great pleasure to write for
the first time as Dean. The initial six
weeks in the job have been challeng-
ing, enjoyable, and never dull. Despite
the budget crisis and the inevit¿ble
glitches of a 2000 mile move spread
over four months, Linda and I are
delighted to have taken the job and to
have relocated to Maine after fifteen
years as Westerners. We have felt
very welcome!
I owe special thanks to nvo of my
predecessors 
- 
Ed Godfrey and Kin-
vin Wroth. It is an honor to serve as
Lew-Related
Education
Three years into its life, the Maine
I¿w-Related Education Program hæ a
familiar refrain and some new verses.
The refrain is its "old" programs: the
Summer Institute, the Teachers/Law
Students Project, and lawyers With
Class.
The Program's newer repertoire in-
cludes slatewide-over-ITV workshops
on elementary law-related education,
on the First Amendment, and on the
concepts of authority, responsibility,
justice and privacy. It also includes
work with legal services providers and
the bar Foundation on legal education-
al and informational materials for non-
lawyers, inspired by the tægal Needs
Study. The need for education about
law and the legal system and the cor-
ræponding dearth of good materials
have driven the Program's new work
in Adult Education and English as a
Second tanguage. r
' 'f=o,'a=,
the Edward Godfrey Professor of
L¿w. It is also a distinct responsibility.
The Professorship challengæ me to
excellence in my teaching and
research activities. Happily, the grow-
ing Godfrey endowment soon will
allow us to recruit annually a distin-
guished visiting professor to the Law
School.
Kinvin Wroth's twelve years as
Dean have already been honored by
many of you. I add a special thanks to
Kinvin for a remarkably smooth tran-
sition. Kinvin had initially planned to
step down as Dean on July l, 1990.
My previous commitment to serve as
Lew School
Hosts Regionel
Jessup
Competition
On February 8-10, the Law School
hosted the Regional Round of the
Jessup International Law Moot Court
Competition. Teams from twelve law
schools in the Northeast, including
Cornell, Boston University, Boston
College, Suffolk, Harvard and the
University of Connecticut argued a
hypothetical problem involving the
legality of national trade restrictions
on a new, non-gasoline burning
automobile.
Boston College and Boston Univer-
sity faced off in the final round; Bos-
ton College, the winner, will compete
with other regional winners from
around the world in the competition
Visiting Professor in the Law
Department of the United Ståtes Mil-
itary Academy kept me at West Point
for the Fall Semester. Kinvin gra-
ciously agreed to stay as Dean for
another semester. And, no lame duck
he! During the semester, Kinvin car-
ried out the successful fundraising that
should allow us to build the new
Library wing as originallY desþed.
In addition, Kinvin showed remark-
able judgment and t¿ct in keeping the
Dean Designaæ involved in the
important desisions and freed from
the trivial ones.
The first weeks on the job have
combined all of the aspects of Dean-
ing. ['ve been able to visit classes (a
wonderful way to energize my own
teaching); meet fonnally and infor-
mally with student and staffgroups;
join in tle work of the University
administration; and meet alumni
group,s and other friends of the School
in Portland, Augusta, New York City,
Washinglon, D.C., New Haven, New
Hampshire and Seattle. While con-
cern over budgets appears in most of
my dealings, I am pleased with the
strong love of the School shown by
the friends of the School. In further
correspondence I will share with you
some of the burdens of these hard
economic times. But I am penuaded
the I¿w School will survive and with
your help, it will prosper. r
finals in Washington, D,C. in April.
Maine's team received an Honorable
Mention plaque for their written
submission. r
Maíne's Jessup team: Andrew
MacLeary James Aucoíry JuIíe
Nepveu" Justína McGettígan ønd
Joseph kldaccí, all'91. Maine's
team won an honorable mention
for theír bríef.
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Mitchell Speaks About Clean Air r{ct
Senatar George J. Mítchell díscuss-
ing Clean Aír Act to packcd Moot
Court Room
FaculQl News
Dean and Godfrey Professor
Donald N. Zillman served as Topic
Coordinator for the Public and Private
Intemational [¿w Section of a Confer-
ence on International Resources Law
in Denver, held on February 18-19,
1991. The seminar, co-sponsored by
the Rocky Mounûain Mineral I¿w In-
stitute and the Intemational Bar Asso-
ciation, drew more than two hundred
natural resources lawyers from around
the world. Dean Zillman also spoke at
the Friday, January 18 dinner at the
1991 Annual Meeting of the Maine
State Bar Association. He also partici-
pated in the USM teach-in on the war
in the Middle East, held on January
28. He was a panelist for the evening
event, "Why Are We Going to War?"
Professor Orlando E. Delogu com-
pleted his service æ Chairman of the
Environmental I¿w Section of the As-
sociation of American Law Schools at
the Annual Meeting in Washington,
D.C., held January 2-6,1991.
Professor James M. Friedman par-
ticipated in a discussion group about
the war in the Middle East, sponsored
by the International [¿w Society at the
l¿w School on January 23.
Michael B. Lang, Libra Professor, is
the author of "Gift-Splitting by Husband
and Wife," published in the December
1990 issue of the Digest of Tax Articles.
"I had no idea, when I introduced
the first bill to control acid rain, that it
would take nearly a decade and
involve a large part of my life to get
the legislation passed, legislation now
being described as the most sweeping
environmental law ever enacted in
this country," said Senator George J.
Mitchell to a packed audience at the
Law School on February 8, a pro-
gram sponsored by the Environmental
Law Society and the Marine Law
Institute.
One reason the Clean Air Act
finally became possible, Mitchell said,
was the departure of Ronald Reagan,
"the most hostile to the environment
President in modern American his-
tory." Although the bill sent to Con-
gress by President Bush was "not a
superb bill, not even a good one 
- 
it
was a reasonâble effort compared to
his predecessor."
The bill passed was much stronger
than Bush's proposal, Mitchell said,
Alison Rieser, Associate Professor
and Director, Marine Law Institute,
presented a paper, "The Continuing
Problem of Federal Preemption of
State Authority over Marine Resources,"
atthe Workshop on Legal and Policy
Issues created by the Extension of the
U.S. Tenitorial Sea From 3 to 12 Miles,
a program of the University of Hawaü
Sea Grant College Program and the
William S. Richardson School of Law
at the University of Hawaü, held in
Honolulu on January 9-11, 1991.
Professor Martin A. Rogoffpartici-
pated in the USM teach-in on the War
in the Middle East, held on January
28. He gave a worlahop on "The U.N.,
International Law and U.S. Mid-East
Policies."
Guy P. Seaburg, Clinical Lecturer,
served on the faculty of the Maine
State Bar Association's 1991 CLE &
Ski program, "Alternative Dispute
Resolution: From a Necessary Evil to
Another Arrow in Your Quiver!"
l^aw Library Director and Associate
Professor William W. Wells wæ fea-
tured in the Fall publication of the
Univenity of Puget Sound School of
l¿w Alumni Quarterly, in a story fo-
cusing on graduates working in law
schools. He is a graduate of the class of
1977.ln the article, Wells talked about
the challenges of operating the largest
law library in Northern New England.
because the Senate Committee on
Environment passed a very strong bill,
which was then used as leverage to
improve the weak Bush bill. What
was heartening, he said, was that even
though more money was spent fight-
ing this bill than any other measure in
the last decade, the final law "is a
strong one, one that will gradually
improve air quality over the next 30
years."
What is disheartening, he said, is
that when viewed as part of a global
effort, "this legislation is just a small
step." And the United States and
Great Britain are, right now, the only
industrialized countries that don't
favor requiring specific air quality
standards to be met by set dates.
"Looked at this way, I could be pes-
simistic," said Mitchell, "but as an
eternal optimist,I think we will t¿ke
the steps to begin what must be an
international effort to improve air
quality." I
Professor L. Kinvin Wroth has
been elected Chair of the Canadían/
American Cooperation Section of the
Association of American Law Schools
for 1991. He is also a member of the
l,ocal Arrangements Committee for the
1991 biennial meeting of the Associa-
tion for Canadian Studies in the United
Statas (ACSUS), to be held in Boston
in November. This interdisciplinary or-
ganization brings together academics
with Canadian interests in all fields;
Wroth hopæ to organize freæ-trade, le-
gal history, and Constitutional law
panels.
Professor Wroth also served on two
panels at the Maine St¿te Bar Associa-
tion's 1991 Annual Meeting in Portland,
held on January 17-19: "Response of
the Bar to the Report of the Maine
Commision on Legal Needs," and
"Public Forum: Proposed Amendments
to the Code of Professional Responsi-
bility, Including Changes to the Rules
on Confidentiality, Conflict of Interest,
and Fee Division."
On March 5, Professor Wroth ap-
peared with the Hon. Edmund S.
Muskie before the Commerce, Justice,
Sûate and Judiciary Subcommittee in
Washington, D.C., to support increased
appropriations for the federal lægal
Services Corporation. They represented
the Maine Commission on lægal Needs
and the New England Bar
Foundation. I
Hon. Edmund S. Muskíe presentíng
L. Kínvin Wroth wíth a memento
of theír work together on the Legal
Needs Study at the November 29,
1990 dínner honoríng llrothfor
hís twelve years as dean
On November 29, 1990, over 250
friends gathered to toast and roast
Dean L. Kinvin Wroth as he prepared
to say goodby to 12 years as dean and
return to life as a professor. The
Honorable Daniel E. Wathen'65 pre-
sided; he began by reading letters
from Senators George J. Mitchell and
William S. Cohen and Governor
John R. McKernan'74, and a very
amusing letter assessing Wroth's dean-
ship from Judge Frank M. Coffin.
Speakers were David J. Corson
'69, who worked closely with Wroth
on the Godfrey Fund Campaign;Pro-
fessor Orlando E. Delogu, who has
worked with Wroth longer than any
other Law School professor; Dean
Emeritus Godfrey, who originally
hired Wroth; Chief Justice Vincent L.
McKusick, co-author of Maine Cívil
Practice with Wroth; the Honorable
Edmund S. Muskie, who worked
closely with Wroth on the Maine
Lægal Needs Study; and Ellsworth T.
Rundlett, III'73, former Law Alumni
Association President and current
Cumberland County Bar Association
President. Each spoke about the
diverse contributions Wroth has made
to the Law School, the legal profes-
sion and the st¿te. All lauded his lead-
ership of the [,aw School, his
scholarship and his commitment to
public service. I
Wroth "LelÍer of
Applicetion"
For Dean
Derry Rundlett regaled the crowd
with his tale of discovering, in a house
he and the retiring dean had rented at
different times, a copy of Wroth's
application for the position of dean,
which follows, in abbreviated form:
To the Chancellor and Trustees:
Please consider my application for the
position of dean . . . I submit the fol-
lowing for your consideration:
I expect to keep this job for two,
maybe three, years at the most. This
will allow for fresh ideas. . .
Because my speaking style leans
toward being concise, succinct, and
brief, I can assure you that presenta-
tions before your board on behalf of
the law school will be short and to the
point.
Have you seen the movie "Good-
bye Mr. Chips?" Do I look the part or
what?
First and second year law students
often mistake me for Ed Godfrey. . .
I have had considerable experience
in the process of streamlining, clarifi-
c¿tion and simplification. For exam-
ple, see The Maine Rules of Civil
Procedure.
When you get a chance, take a
look at my desk. The first thought
that will come to your mind is, "This
is the desk ofa law school dean."
I have been teaching constitutional
law for many years and, therefore,
can bullshit with the best of them.
I think they're really going to love
me out there. I
Dinner Honors Wroth Maine L-îvy
Competes ln
Canadian
Hockey
Tournement
For the first time, Maine sent a
hockey team to participate in the
International Law School Hockey
Tournament, hosted this year by Dal-
housie University Faculty of Law in
Halifax, Nova Scotia, from January
18-20:
Other participants were a team
from the University of New Bruns-
wick Faculty of Law, a team of Dal-
housie alumni, and two Dalhousie
teams. Robert Jones and Ken Ginder,
both '91, organized a team of expe-
rienced and inexperienced players,
from all three law school classes. The
Maine team defeated the Dalhousie B
team,3-2, in overtime, then lost to the
New Brunswick team, 5-3.
Besides taking advantage of the
opportunity to meet and mix with law
students and alumni from the two
Canadian law schools, the Maine stu-
dents had a chance to tour Halifax
and visit the Law Courts. I
Píctured are the Møíne team and
gucsts Jrom New Brunswick.
Fourth row: Dina Jellíson'92, EI¡-
zøbeth Simoní '92, M.J. Spurr '92,
Lawrence MacLeod'91, Thírd
row: Míke Stoddard'92, Rob
Jones'91. Second row: NBfriend,
Joe Bøíungo'92, NBfríend, John
Wall '92, Steve Ríchardson'91,
Ken GÍnder '91, Fred Lípp '91,
Jriend, Don Hornblower '91. Fírst
row: NBtríend, Tom Marjeríson
'93, Paul TardìJ'93, Rob Brooks
'91 and Jøke O'NeíI '9L
The Donald L. Garbrecht Association 
- 
l99l Membens
More than 600 attorneys are suÞ
porting the Law Library during l99l
through membership in the Donald L.
Garbrecht Law Library Association.
Members range from sole practition-
ers to members of large firms and
corporate legal departments. The
Library is very appreciative of this
support; without it, the Library would
be struggling in the uncertain eco'
nomic climate in the St¿te. We thank
the following individual, firm and
corporate members for their support.
FIRMS
Amerling & Burns
Beagle, Pearce, Feller & Ridge
Herbert H. Bennett and Assoc., P.A.
Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer and Nelson
Black, Lambert, Coffin & Rudman
Brann & Isaacson
Childs, Emerson, Rundlett, Fifield &
Childs
Cianbro Corporation
Conley, Haley & O'Neil
Curtis, Thaxter, Stevens, Broder &
Micoleau
Drummond, Woodsum, Plimpton &
MacMahon
Dyer, Goodall and Larouche
Givertz, Lunt & Hambley
Robert A. Laskoff, P.A.
Daniel G. Lilley Law Offices
Lowry & Associates
MacDonald, Page & Co.
Reception
Professor L. Kinvin Wroth, Pro-
fessor Judy Potter, Universíty of
MaÍne Trustee David Flønagan,
Attorney Generøl Míchael Carpen-
ter '83, Elizabeth Butler '79
Murray, Plumb & Murray
Norman, Hanson & DeTroy
Perkins, Thompson, Hinckley &
Keddy
Petruccelli, Cox & Martin
Pierce, Atwood, Scribner, Allen,
Smith & Lancaster
Poulos, Campbell & Zendzian, P.A.
Preti, Flaherty, Beliveau and Pachios
Ranger, Fessenden, Copeland &
Smith, P.A.
Reef, Jordan, Hrycay & Sears
Rudman & Winchell
Sage & Langley
Skelton, Taintor & Abbott
Thompson & Bowie
Thompson, McNaboe, Ashley & Bull
Trafton & Matzen
UNUM
Verrill & Dana
Woodman & Edmands
Thomas M. Egan, Fsq.
Diane M. Edgecomb, Esq.
John Paul Erler, Esq.
Wayne R. Foote, Esq.
Faye R. Goldberg, Esq.
Candy B. Gonzales, Esq.
Carl R. Griffin,III, Esq.
David W. Holler, Esq.
Bonnie J. Langille, Esq.
Patrick C. Larson, Esq.
Martha McCluskey, Esq.
Chief Justice Vincent L. McKusick
Paul F. Macri, Esq.
Lloyd N. Martin, Esq.
David Plimpton, Esq.
Paul H. Mills, Esq.
Victoria Powers, Esq.
Jane Sunan Pyne, Esq.
Wayne R. Reed, Esq.
Gregory W. Sample, Esq.
Remington O. Schmidt, Esq.
Richard N. Sharood, Esq.
Alan E. Shepard, Esq.
H.T. Silsby,II, Esq.
Kaighn Smith, Jr., Esq,
Terry N. Snow., Esq.
Stuart G. Snyder, Esq.
Patricia Stevens, Esq.
Clydia Allen Turner, Esq.
Sarah Roberts Walton, Esq.
Thomas VanHouten, Esq.
Carol G. Warren, Esq.
Homer Waterhouse, Esq.
Brent A. York, Esq.
Sarah S. Zmistowski, Esq.
INDWIDUALS
Jill Allen, Esq.
Alison J. Bane-Fisher, Esq.
James B. Bartlett, Esq.
Kristina M. Belanger, Esq.
Dennis G. Bezanson, Esq.
Peter B. Bickerman, Esq.
R.B. Boisvert, Esq.
Fred W. Bopp, III, Esq.
Mary Lou Ciolfi, Esq.
Barbara Conover, Esq.
Eric Cote, Esq.
Edward David, Esq.
lntroduces Dean Zillman
To Maine Bar
Portland Club, January 9, l99l
Deøn Zillman with Bar Associa-
tion Presìdent Rølph Austin (back
to cømera), Alumní Associøtìon
PresÍdent David Hawkes '69, Deøn
Emeritus Edward S. Godfrey and
John llalker '71
New Student Bar Association
otficers: Jessìca L. Maurer '92,
President; Anthony Anaman'93,
Vice-Presídent; Elizabeth A.
SÍmoní'92, Secretary; and
Pamelø Prodan'92, Treasurer,
&
This article is the first of a new newsletter feature 
- 
scholarly and substantive works
by faculty, staff or alumni.
lnternational Politics and the Rule of
law: The United States end the
lnternational Court of Justice
by Martìn A. Rogoff
The 1986 decision of the International
Court of Justice involving the alleged
United States mining of Nicaraguan
harbors called attention to the pros-
pects and limits of the Court. Profes-
sor Rogoff examines the potential for
greater use of the Court. This article is
excerpted from a longer article, Inler-
national Politics and the Rule of Law:
The United States and the Interna-
lional Court ofJustice appearing at 7
Boston University International Law
Jouimal267.
The International Court of Justice
has become the focal point in the
debate over the appropriate role of
international law. Although the Court
has been helpful in resolving some
international disputes and clarifying
certain areas of international law, its
influence in resolving disputes with
important political implications has
been limited by realpolitik as prac-
ticed by nations. For example, in
Nicaragua v. United States, both par-
ties had important national interests at
stake. Unwilling to risk an adverse
decision, the United States withdrew
from the case, contending that the
matter was "political" in nature and,
therefore, not amenable to resolution
by the Court. Moreover, the United
States questioned the Court's integrity
and impartiality and eventually termi-
nated its consent to the Court's
jurisdiction.
This Article argues that the princi-
pal problem the Court faces is the
current perception that its decisions
turn ultimately on political , rather
than legal, considerations. Not surpris-
ingly, nations therefore view their
dealings with the Court from a politi-
cal, rather than legal, perspective and
behave accordingly. The Court and all
nations share the responsibility to alter
this perspective. Thus, nations must
change their attitudes towards interna-
tional adjudication from viewing it as
an extension ofpolitics to regarding it
as a means to secure a more peaceful,
just, and orderly world.
The critical factor distinguishing the
judicial function from political resolu-
tion is the existence of "a judge com-
petent to decide upon disputed rights
and to command peace," who makes
a decision on the basis of proofs and
reasoned arguments presented by the
parties. The existence ofrules ofdeci-
sion is also necessary for adjudication.
However, that aspect is secondary to
the existence of a competent judge
employing judicial technique because
there are sufficient international legal
materials from which the judge can
find or fæhion a rule for decision. If
there is no rule directly applicable to
the dispute, thejudge can derive a
rule from more general principles. In
some domestic legal systems, judges
are specifically required to decide all
cases properly before them or are
instructed how to proceed if the law is
silent or insufficient. In Anglo-
American jurisprudence, courts are
commonly called upon to decide cases
of "first impression," where there are
no directly applicable legal rules, and
they do so without hesitation. There
is, therefore, nothing inherent in the
nature of a dispute which renders it
inappropriate for judicial resolution if
all parties clearly consent to adjudica-
tion. This is true even if the dispute
involves important political interests.
The focus in determining whether it
is appropriate for the Court to enter-
tain a particular controversy must be
on questions which are usually consid-
ered as questions ofjurisdiction 
-principally, whether a state has
consented to have a particular matter
decided by the Court. If a nation has
not limited its consent to jurisdiction,
the Court may appropriately decide
any issue, regardless ofits political
significance and whether or not there
exist precise rules of international law
applicable to the matter. Thus, when
the consensual basis of its jurisdiction
is clear, the Court must decide the
substantive legal questions presented
to it. Anything less would be an abdi-
cation of its function.
ProJessor Martín A, RogolJ
In international adjudication, unre-
served consent to jurisdiction provides
the greatest authority, or at leastjusti-
fication, for the synthesis ofnew legal
norms. Therefore, the Court could
best advance the rule of law by
encouraging' nations to submit dis-
putes unconditionally. To do this, it
must act to enhance the confidence of
states in itsjudicial character and
impartiality. The Court must convince
them that their vital interests are ulti-
mately better protected by the rule of
law administered by the Court than
by their reserving the ultimate right to
use force.
However, states are concerned that
the judges consciously take into
account various non-judicial (i.e., po-
litical) factors in arriving at their deci-
sions. Certainly, a judge's interposition
ofpersonal or national political goals
preempts the traditional role of states
to establish by their agreements, cus-
toms, and general principles what
international law is. But so long as
nations believe that their agreements,
customs and general principles are the
only sources of law, they can criticize
any decision that invokes other sour-
ces of law as political. Implementing
the following suggestions may
increase confidence in the Court's
independence and impartiality:
encourage nations to make more use
of Chambers of the Court, where the
parties can determine the identity of
thejudges; increase the proportion of
judges from nations which have
accepted the compulsory jurisdiction
of the Court; take steps to reduce the
identification ofjudges with the coun-
tries of which they are nationals; and
improve the decision-making process
of the Court. It has also been sug-
gested that the independence ofjudges
would be enhanced if they were
ineligible for reelection. perhaps a bet-
¡
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Toøl Giving
Gifts from Alumni
Gifts from Friends
Number of Gifts
Alumni Gifts
Friends Gifts
Alumni Participation
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :$ä,3S:13
Highest 7o Participation:
. . . ..$14,400.6ó
743
652
9t
4Mo
1973 * 597o
1984 
- 
57%
1974 
- 
577o
1987 
- 
567o
. ....1965 
- 
l37oto387o
.....1969-$7,050
Biggest Vo Incre*;re:-. . . ,
Iargest Gift:. .
Biggest Increæe: .1976 
- 
94,225 to $5,255
Biggest 7o Inøease $: . 1965 
- 
300Øo, $50 to $200
1986 
- 
l29%o,S7l0 to $1,620
$ó1,519.50
$28,480.66
Unrestricted Gifts
Restricted Gifts .
I9,9O ANNUAT FUND REPORT
University of Maine School of Levv
New Record in Giving
Thank you for your very generous
response to the 1990 Annual Fund.
Alumni and friends contributed a
record amount, $90,000.16, meeting
our very ambitious goal of "$90,000
in l990," and surpassing last year's
total of $83,544. Alumni giving
increased from $70,794 to
$75,599.50. Gifts from friends, law
firms, corporations and matching gifts
also increased, from $12,750 to
$14,400.66. Both figures set new
records.
Participation Goal Reached
Over 40Vo of our alumni contri-
buted to the 1990 Annual Fund. That
level of participation is very high,
ranking us with just a handful of law
schools nationwide. The number of
alumni contributing in 1990 jumped
from 631 to 652.
Special Thanks to Campaign Chair
That the 1990 Annual Fund was so
successful is a tribute to the leadership
of David B. Hawkes '69, Fund Chair.
David's personal commitment and
dedication set an example for all of us
working on the Campaign.
Special Thanks to Class Agents
The 1990 Class Agents are a major
reason the Annual Fund reached its
goal. They worked diligently
throughout the Campaign and deserve
special credit for its success. Also
important are the people who helped
class agents on phonathon night. The
class agents, and these people, are
listed below.
L. Kinvin Wroth Fund
Donald L. Garbrecht Law Library
Endowment Fund . .
Justice Harry P. Glassman
Memorial Scholarship Fund . . . . . .
Justice Abraham M. Rudman
Scholarship Fund .
Third Year Program
Edward S. Godfrey Loan Fund. . . .
Moot Court Team Fund
Wiley Family Scholarship Fund .
Aroostook County Bar Association Scholarship .
Cumberland County Bar Association Scholarship
Dean Richard S. Armstrong Fund .
Pierce B. & Arlana K. Hasler
Memorial Scholarship Fund .
Men's Law Association Scholarship Fund
Public Interest Summer Fellowship Program
Some class agents went beyond the
call of duty, making the Annual Fund
case to classmates more than once
and making the case effectively. Those
inspiring their classes to participate at
higher than the 50Vo level include,
with the participation rate: Keith
Powers '73,59Vo; Joseph Chawes '74,
57% (an increase from 50%); Edwin
Daggett and James Roux'84,57%;
Diane Dusini '87, 56Vo (an increase
from5l%o in 1989); Robert Walker
'69,53Vo; and Paula Silsby '76, 50%
(an increase ftom 447o).
Many other classes participated at
higher levels than the overall 40Vo par-
ticipation rate, and some classes' par-
ticipation rates jumped dramatically.
The class of '65, with Edward Thorn-
ton as class agent, increased its partici-
pation rate from l3Vo to 38%. David
Farrar's class of'86, increased its rate
from 2l7o to 3670. The class of '72,
with Geoffrey Hole as class agent,
went from a 27% to a 36Vo partici-
pation rate. Participation rates are in-
cluded in the class gift lists.
Several classes made very generous
commitments to the Annual Fund.
The class of '69, Robert Vy'alker,
Class Agent, gave $7,050. The Class
of '73, Keith Powers, Class Agent,
gave $5,935; the Class of '76, Paula
Silsby, Class Agent, gave $5,255 (the
biggest increase in gift size from 1989,
a jump from54,225). Other classes
with big increases in their gifts include
the Class of '81, James Houle, Class
Agent, a jump from $2,617.50 to
$3,530; the Class of '78, Mark Teri-
son, Class Agent, a jump from $4,390
to $5,250; and the Class of '86, David
GIFTS TO RESTRICTED FUNDS
$6,640.00 Edward S. Godfrey Endowment Fund
Horace S. Libby Memorial Scholarship Fund. . . 475.00
2,645.00
Farrar, Class Agent, a jump from
$710 to $1,620. That jump was one
of the largest percentage increases in
the size of the class gift, an increase of
more than 100%, exceeded only by
the Class of '65, Edward Thornton,
Class Agent, whose class quadrupled
its gift size from $50 to $200. The
Class of '67 doubled its gift size, in-
creasing it from $225 to $450.
Recent Graduates Give Generously
The four most recent graduating
classes have all contributed generously
to the Annual Fund, and have paftici-
pation rates exceeding the overall 40Vo
rate: 1990, with Elizabeth Stout as
Class Agent, 4lVo;1989, with Gregory
Moffett as Class Agent,437o; 1988,
with Jane Skelton as Class
Agent,49Vo; and 1987, with Diane
Dusini as Class Agent, 56%.
The Importance of the Annual
Fund
The 1990 Annual Fund's success
has a direct impact on the Law
School. It makes possible scholarship
help that otherwise would not exist. It
makes possible the funding of fellow-
ships to students working in the pub-
lic sector during the summer. It makes
possible the Third Year Program, a
special day featuring a guest speaker
and panel discussion focusing on
ethics. The 1990 Annual Fund helped
support the hosting of the Regional
Jessup Moot Court Competition at
the Law School and it helped students
and faculty attend regional workshops
and conferences. r
600.00
2,450,00 Cumberland Legal Aid Clinic Fund . . .
Israel Bernstein Memorial Scholarship Fund. .
Vermont Scholarship Fund .
Kenneth and Marjorie C. Baird Scholarship Fund
Women's Law Association Scholarship Fund. . . .
Judge Edward T. Gignoux Memorial Fund . . . . .
Governor James B. Longley Scholarship Fund . . .
New Hampshire Scholarship Fund .
Law Review Fund. .
Berman Lounge Fund .
Henry N. Berry, III, Loan Fund . . .
Thompson Fund for the Study of Marine Law . .
Student Bar Association Fund
IWP Banquet
Charles W. Smith Memorial Fund . . . . . .
400.00
340.00
2s5.00
225.00
220.00
200.00
200.00
160.00
130.00
120.00
100.00
100.00
. 90.00
. . . .2,350.00
....1,020.00
.. . . 1,000.00
.. . .1,000.00
.....965.00
....1,436.66
1,500.00
1,480.00
900.00
750.00
629.00
s0.00
. 50.00
Annual Fund Special Recognition C|ubs
DEAN'S CLUB fSl,OOO or moref
Anonymous'64
Anonymous'69
Edwin R. Daggett, Jr.'84
Paul F. Driscoll'81
David B. Hawkes'69
Robert A. Laskoff'70
Eleanor M. Baker'78
James M. Bowie'77
Carl R. Croce'71
Peter J. DeTroy,lII'72
Linda Smith Dyer'80
Anonymous'87
Martin S. Amick'83
I¿urie L. Balmuth'80
Ronald D. Bourque'72
George N. Bowden'74
Elizabeth L. Boynton'74
Stearns J. Bryant, Jr. '68
Elizabeth R. Butler'79
Hon. Susan W. Calkins'70
Martha L. Casey'82
Paul W. Chaiken'74
Leland N. Chisholm'80
Michael R. Currie'80
Bryan M. Dench'75
Edward E. Dillon, Jr.'71
Anonymous'71
Barbara R. Alexander'76
David W. Austin'74
Robert H. Avaunt'73
John E. Baker'79
Kathleen Barry '80
Richard H. Bashian'85
John R. Bass, II'78
Ronald S. Battocchi'74
Charles R. Bean'83
Roland Beaudoin'77
Dean A. Beaupain'76
John A. Bell'82
Mary T. Bell'74
Michael P.Bentley'72
Rosalyne S. Bernstein '86
Henry N. Berry, III'64
Ronald L. Bissonnette'81
Robert J. Bocko '85
Robert W. Bower, Jr.'85
Joel F. Bowie'72
Sarah Downs Bowie'77
Richard E.Boyer'72
Richard F. Breen, Jr. '67
Robert S. Briggs'73
David C. Morse'68
Francis J. O'Toole'70
ha J. Waldman'76
Peter J. Wiley'89
John S. Edwards'69
Robert F. Hanson'71
William P. Hardy'73
Bryce W. Ingraham'83
Peter L. Kelley'79
Beth Dobson'80
Thomas R. Downing'78
Richard W. Elliott, II'86
David J. Evans'78
Gregory L. Foster'73
Robert G. Frazier'78
Linda B. Gifford'81
Carol Goodman'74
Michael H. Griffin'73
Geoffrey H.Hole'72
Richard J. Kelly'71
Mark G.l¿voie'78
Daniel P. Mclntyre'76
Sarah C. Mclntyre'76
Peter C. McKenney'77
Hon. William S. Brodrick'72
David A. Bronson'74
Andrew Brown'76
William Slocum Brownell'71
Hon. Harris R. Bullerwell'50
Robert A. Burgess '79
Elizabeth A. Bums'85
David R. Butler'76
Michael P. Cantara'81
Everett B. Carson '77
James W. Case'74
Peter L. Chandler'76
Joseph C. Chawes'74
Robert Checkoway'76
Eve H. Cimmet'81
Janis Cohen'80
Joanne F. Cole'81
Joseph P. Connellan '51
Thomas J. Connolly'82
David J. Corson'69
Eugene C. Coughlin, III'70
Charles L. Cragin '70
Ronald J. Cullenberg'71
Geoffrey K. Cummings'82
Mary-Jo Dahlbloom'78
Irving Kagan
Professor L. Kinvin Wroth
Robert J. Melnick'50
Craig H. Nelson'69
Robert E. Noonan'71
Gary F. Thorne'73
Joseph A. Troiano'73
Nancy Diesel Mills'82
Stephen W. Moriarty'78
George R. Morrill'67
Richard M. Peirce'71
Gregory W. Powell'80
Keith A. Powers'73
Glenn H. Robinson'79
Ellsworth T. Rundlett, ilI'73
Mary L. Schendel'76
Peter M. Sherman'84
Richard A. Shinay'80
William P. Shumaker'87
John W. Sitzrz'72
C. Walter Smith, Jr. '73
Terry N. Snow'73
William W. Darrow, Jr.'81
Edward David, M.D.'86
Dorcas H. Deans'82
Joseph A. Debonis'68
Jean M. Deighan'76
Mary B. Devine'83
David A. DiMuzio'73
Christopher C. Dinan'82
Donnelly S. Douglas'78
Robert G. Driscoll'76
Mark E. Dunlap'75
Martha D. Dunlap'80
William R. Dunn'79
Mary Lou Dyer'80
George F. Eaton, II'84
Helen B. Eddy'76
Richard S. Emerson, Jr. '71
Eileen L. Epstein'78
Rebecca H. Farnum'77
Gregory J. Farris '73
Edward F. Feibel'82
Joseph L. Ferris'70
Peter C. Fessenden '74
Dwight A. Fifield'73
Jonathan M. Flagg'87
Cumberland County Bar
Association
KPMG Peat Marwick
Foundation
Professor and Dean Emeritus
Edward S. Godfrey
Professor Carter H. Manny, III
Gerald E. Rudman
Paul L. Rudman
David M. Spencer'82
Joel C. Vincent'87
Philip A. Weiner'62
Martha F. Willard'86
David M. Yarnell'70
Genrong Yu'89
Charles W. Allen
Sumner T. Bernstein
Fred C. Scribner, Jr.
Benjamin Thompson
UNUM Chariøble Foundation
Alfred C. Frawley, III'76
Hon. Paul A. Fritzsche'75
Mark G. Furey'77
James E. Gagan'52
Peter N. Gardner'73
Sidney H. Geller'63
Alan D. Gibbons'75
Phyllis G. Gívertz'74
Joel H. Goldman'70
Hon. Peter J. Goranites '73
Paul R. Gosselin'76
Richard R. Gosselin'81
Frederick H. Greene, III'77
Harold C. Hamilton, II'76
Terence M. Harrigan '88
Peter C. Herbst'73
Richard L. Hill'68
Paul J. Hirsch'68
John A. Hobson'83
Peter V. Holden'73
Jon F. Holder'76
Clayton N. Howard'69
Robert V. Hoy'83
Susan E. Hunter'76
J. Michael Huston'74
Aroostook County Bar
Association
Anonymous
THTRD DECADE CIUB ISSOO-J9991
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GENTI,RY CLUB lsl OO-i2491
Francis M. Jackson'77
Bruce M. Jervis '77
Marc D. Johnson'74
Rendle A. Jones'67
Robert H. Jordan'84
William B. Jordan'77
MaryJean Kanabis'87
Robert J. Keach '80
Charles J. Kean, III'76
Basil L. Kellis'68
Susan D. Kertzer'81
Theodore H. Kirchner'77
Edward W. Klein'79
Hon. Margaret J. Kravchuk '76
James S. Kriger'63
Joan C. laBrique'78
R. Howard l¿ke'78
William R. Ianey'78
l¡onard W. Langer'78
Thomas G.l-eahy'74
Edward D. Leonard, III'69
William C. Leonard'80
Robert A. lævine'88
Kevin G. Libby'79
Bruce R. Livingston'72
Kathryn M. Longley-tæahy'82
Karen B. Lovell'79
Edward S. MacColl'82
Robert F. Macdonald, Sr. '69
Michael P. Mack'73
Pasquale F. Maiorino'73
John P. Maley'68
Patrick E. Maloney'68
Joseph C. Manera, Jr. '73
Michael K. Martin'89
Thomas N. Masland'78
Kim Matthews'75
Duncan A. McEachern'68
John D. McElwee'73
Scott A. McGill'77
Hon. John R. McKernan, Jr.'74
PORTLAND UNIVERSITY
LAW SCHOOL
I I Donors
9% Participation
$1,240.00
Hon. Harris R. Bullerwell'50
Hon. Dana W. Childs'51
John P. Connarn'52
Joseph P. Connellan'51
Philip G.A. Durgin'57
James E. Gagan'52
Mearl K. James'53
Robert J. Melnick'50
James E, Mrr¡r¿y. J¡.'56
Hon. Edward W. Rogers'58
David S. Silsby'58
CLASS OF 1962
2 Donors
25% Participation
Michael G, Messerschmidt'78
Peter P. Michaud'77
Charles E. Miller'79
Connie F. Miller'75
Talbott Miller'78
Paul H. Mills'77
Mary P. Mitchell Friedman'82
Jason D. Monzack'74
Robert A. Moore'74
John M. Morgan'82
Stephen G. Morrell'78
l¿wrence J. Mullen'81
Ann M. Murray'82
Andrea C. Najarian'85
Patricia A. Nelson-Reade'88
David J. Nichols '87
Constance P. O'Neil'79
Gail Ogilvie'77
Marc C. Owen'73
Eve H. Oyer'81
William J. Parks, Jr. '66
Robert A. Parlow'78
Sally Bradley Peacock'84
Hon. Paul T. Pierson '72
BethAnne L. Poliquin'82
James D. Poliquin'81
Glen L. Porter'78
Anne B. Poulin'73
Peter H. Priest '80
Jonathan W. Reitman'78
Hon. Edward W. Rogers'58
James M. Roux'84
Roderick R. Rovzar'73
Hon. Ronald D. Russell'72
Joanne S. Sataloff '77
Francis J. Scanlon'73
June Z. Schau '86
Susan M. Schultz'89
Susan G. Shorey'81
David P. Silk'85
David S. Silsby'58
$4s0.00
William B. Troubh
Philip A. Weiner
CLASS OF 1963
2 Donors
22% Participation
$2s0.00
Sidney H. Geller
James S. Kriger
CLASS OF 1964
3 Donors
33% Participation
$ 1,700.00
Anonymous
Henry N. Berry, III
Richard S. Wolfe
Hon. James A. Skeel'75
John F. Slane, Jr. '74
David B. Smith, Jr.'68
Kenneth E. Snitger'71
Susan A. Sparaco'87
Richard G. Steeves'76
Joanne B. Steneck'87
Graydon G. Stevens'77
Edward W. Stewart, Jr. '76
Joan Sturmthal'86
Torrey A. Sylvester'70
Yilin Tang'90
F. Mark Terison '78
Wendy O. Thaxter'82
Jay F. Theise'70
Alan Thorndike'76
Janmarie Toker'79
Robert C. Tommasino'77
William B. Troubh'62
Gregory A. Tselikis'69
Roi R. Tucker'73
Vendean V. Vafiades'85
Robert B. Van Wyck'78
Edwinna C. Vanderzanden'84
Kathryn L. Vezina'90
John C. Walker'71
Daniel R. Warren'83
Hon. Daniel E. Wathen'65
Joseph J. Wathen'82
Thomas R. Watson'82
Peter M. Weatherbee'68
Christopher A. Webber, Jr.'71
Arlyn H. Weeks'81
Richard S. Wolfe'64
Christopher A. Wyskiel'80
Barry Zimmerman'70
Joan Amerling
John W. Ballou
John V. Bonneau
Janet Brysh
CLASS OF 1965
3 Donors
38% Participation
$200.00
Justin G. Sharaf
Hon. Edward R. Thornton, Jr
Hon. Daniel E. Wathen
CLASS OF 1966
I Donor
lTVo Participation
$100.00
William J. Parks, Jr
CLASS OF 1967
3 Donors
2OTa Parfictpation
$4s0.00
Richard F. Breen, Jr
Associate Dean and professor
David P. Cluchey
Hon. Samuel W. Collins, Jr.
Kevin M. Cuddy
Hon. Conrad K. Cyr
Howard H. Dana, Jr.
Joseph L. Delafield, III
Hon. Bernard M. Devine
Daniel R. Donovan, Jr.
Edwin A. Heisler
Franklin G. Hinckley
Hon. D. Brock Hornby
Hon. Frederick A. Johnson
Assoc. Prof. Colleen A. Khoury
Hugh S. Kirkpatrick
Martha Gay Kirkpatrick
Audrey Kogut
Ralph I. Lancaster, Jr.
Professor Merle W. Loper
Sumner Peter Mills, Jr.
læonard M. Nelson
Dawn Marie Pelletier
Gerald F. Petruccelli
Bert Prunty
Hon. Louis Scolnik
Michael D. Seitzinger
William C. Smith
Sigrid E, Tompkins
Iæwis V. Vafiades
Hon. Elmer H. Violette
Peter B. Webster
Assoc. Prof. William Wells
Sidney W. Wernick
Joyce A. Wheeler
I¡uis A. Wood
Curtis, Thaxter, Stevens,
Broder & Micoleau
Northeast Utilities
3M
Rendle A. Jones
George R. Morrill
CLASS OF 1968
I I Donors
48% Participation
$2,400.00
Stearns J. Bryant, Jr.
Joseph A. Debonis
Richard L. Hill
Paul J. Hirsch
Basil L. Kellis
John P. Maley
Patrick E. Maloney
Duncan A. McEachern
David C. Morse
David B. Smith, Jr.
Peter M. Weatherbee
Roster of Donoñs to the l99O Annual Fund
CLASS OF 1969
l6 Donors
53% Participation
$7,050.00
Anonymous
Charles Andrews
Melvin L. Bloomenthal
David J. Corson
Robert L. Eddy, Jr.
John S. Edwards
David B. Hawkes
Michael S. Hirshberg
Clayton N. Howard
Dennis L. Jones
Thomas F. Kinnelly,III
Edward D. Leonard, III
Robert F. Macdonald, Sr
Craig H. Nelson
Gregory A. Tselikis
Robert N. Walker
CLASS OF 1970
14 Donors
457o Participation
$4,020.00
Hon. Susan W. Calkins
Eugene C. Coughlin,III
Charles L. Cragin
Joseph L. Ferris
Robert J. Gingras
Joel H. Goldman
Philip P. Houle
Robert A. t¿skoff
Adrian G. McCarron
Francis J. O'Toole
Torrey A. Sylvester
Jay F. Theise
David M. Yarnell
Barry Zimmerman
CLASS OF 1971
15 Donors
33% Participation
$3,050.00
Anonymous
Peter G. Ballou
William Slocum Brownell
Carl R. Croce
Ronald J. Cullenberg
Edward E. Dillon, Jr.
Richard S. Emerson, Jr.
Robert F. Hanson
Richard J. Kelly
Kent W. Mathews
Robert E. Noonan
Richard M. Peirce
Kenneth E. Snitger
John C. Walker
Christopher A. Webber, Jr
CLASS OF 1912
16 Donors
36Vo Participation
$2,235.00
Michael P. Bentley
Ronald D. Bourque
Joel F. Bowie
Richard E. Boyer
Hon. William S, Brodrick
Peter J. DeTroy, III
Paul C. Fernald
Geoffrey H. Hole
Stanley W. Karod
Charles K. Leadbetter
Stephen A. Little
Bruce R. Livingston
Robert A. Nagy
Hon. Paul T. Pierson
Hon. Ronald D. Russell
John W. Sitarz
CLASS OF 1974
3l Donors
57% Participation
$3,092.50
David W. Austin
Ronald S. Battocchi
Mary T. Bell
CLASS OF 1973
37 Donors
59% Participation
$5,935.00
Robert H. Avaunt
Ernest T. Balivet
Thomas A. Berry
Robert S. Briggs
James W. Campbell
David A. DiMuzio
Gregory J. Farris
Dwight A. Fifìeld
Gregory L. Foster
Peter N. Gardner
Hon. Peter J. Goranites
Michael H. Griffin
William P. Hardy
Peter C. Herbst
Joel E, Hokkanen
Peter V. Holden
John C. Hunt
Stephen D. Jackson
Nicholas M. Lanzillotta
Michael P. Mack
Pasquale F. Maiorino
Joseph C. Manera, Jr.
John D. McElwee
Marc C. Owen
Anne B. Poulin
Keith A. Powers
Roderick R. Rovzar
Ellsworth T. Rundlett, III
Francis J. Scanlon
C. Walter Smith, Jr.
Gregory H. Smith
Terry N. Snow
Annee H.J. Tara
Gary F. Thorne
Joseph A. Troiano
Roi R. Tucker
Anne W. Vanlnnkhuyzen
George N. Bowden
Elizabeth L. Boynton
David A. Bronson
William R. Brooks
James W. Case
Paul W. Chaiken
Joseph C. Chawes
Frederick G. Chioffi
Peter C. Fessenden
Phyllis G. Givertz
Carol Goodman
Charles Harvey, Jr.
Jonathan C. Hull
J. Michael Huston
Marc D. Johnson
Thomas G. Iæahy
Hon. John R. McKernan, Jr
Kimball R. McMullin
Jason D. Monzack
Robert A. Moore
Allison C. Morrill
Charles R, Priest
Caroline V. Rider
Joel B. Russ
John F. Slane, Jr.
William T. Stewart
Frederick Torrisi
Ralph L. Tucker, Jr.
Jean M. Deighan
Robert G. Driscoll
Helen B. Eddy
Alfred C. Frawley, III
Thomas L. Goodwin
Paul R. Gosselin
Harold C. Hamilton, II
Craig L. Holden
Jon F. Holder
Susan E. Hunter
Julie S. Jones
Charles J. Kean, III
Joan M. Kidman
Hon. Margaret J. Kravchuk
Paul F. Macri
Daniel P. Mclntyre
Sarah C. Mclntyre
R. Barrie Michelsen
Richard Riendeau
Mary L. Schendel
Paula D. Silsby
Richard G. Steeves
Edward W. Stewart, Jr.
Alan Thomdike
Sarah Allison Thornton
Kevin J. Tierney
Ira J. Waldman
Paul L. Weeks
John Wilson
CLASS OF 1975
17 Donors
33% Participation
$1,502.50
Madge Baker
Susan E. Bowie
Bryan M. Dench
Mark E. Dunlap
Hon. Paul A. Fritzsche
Alan D. Gibbons
John L. Hammond
Kim Matthews
Lisa M. McMullin
Connie F. Miller
F. Stuart Mozeleski
Murrough H. O'Brien
Wallace S. Reed
Raymond E. Ritchie
John V. Romei
Frederick S. Samp
Hon. James A. Skeel
CLASS OF 1976
39 Donors
50% Participation
$5,255.00
Barbara R. Alexander
Alfred P. Bachrach
Ellyn C. Ballou
Dean A. Beaupain
Andrew Brown
David R. Butler
Robert M. Butterfield
Peter L. Chandler
Robert Checkoway
John D. Clifford,IV
CLASS OF 1977
3l Donors
44% Participation
$3,275.00
Paul Aranson
Roland Beaudoin
James M. Bowie
Sar¿h Downs Bowie
laura L. Briggs
Everett B. Carson
S¿ndra H. Collier
Carmen L. Coulombe
Jane M. Eaton
Kay R.H. Evans
Rebecca H. Farnum
William E. Furber
Mark G. Furey
Frederick H. Greene, III
Francis M. Jackson
Bruce M. Jervis
William B. Jordan
Theodore H. Kirchner
Scoft A. McGill
Peter C. McKenney
Peter P. Michaud
Paul H. Mills
John H. Montgomery, III
Wayne S. Moss
Gail Ogilvie
James H. Ouimette
Richard L. Roe
Cushing Pagon Samp
Joanne S. Sat¿loff
Graydon G, Stevens
Robert C. Tommasino
CLASS OF 1978
33 Donors
38% Participation
$5,250.00
Eleanor M. Baker
John R. Bass, II
Thomas E. Child
Mary-Jo Dahlbloom
Donnelly S. Douglas
Thomas R. Downing
Eileen L. Epstein
Elliott L. Epstein
David J. Evans
Martin J. Foley
Robert G. Frazier
Kenneth T. Hoffman
Joan C. LaBrique
R. Howard Lake
William R. Laney
læonard W. Langer
Mark G. Lavoie
Thomas N. Masland
Michael G. Messerschmidt
Talbott Miller
Stephen W. Moriarty
Stephen G. Morrell
Alexander A. Padis, Jr.
Joel W. Page
Robert A. Parlow
Glen L. Porter
Jonathan W. Reitman
Rebecca Warren Seel
Paula N. Singer
William W. Stelle, Jr.
F. Mark Terison
Robert B. Van Wyck
Karin M. Warden
CLASS OF 1979
25 Donors
35% Participation
$2,430.00
John E. Baker
James A. Buckley
Robert A. Burgess
Elizabeth R. Butler
E. Michael Chiaparas
Gerard P. Conley, Jr.
William R. Dunn
Katherine Greason
Allen J. Hrycay
Peter L. Kelley
Edward W. Klein
Kevin G. Libby
Karen B. Lovell
William H. Meanix, Jr
Charles E. Miller
Jc¡irn'l'. N,í<lnette
Constance P. O'Neil
Lisa J. Remal
Glenn H. Robinson
Geoffrey A. Rushlau
George C. Schelling
Arthur Strong
Ted Susi
CLASS OF 1980
37 Donors
437o Participation
$4,010.00
Stephanie P. Anderson
L¿urie L. Balmuth
John C. Bannon
Kathleen Barry
Jill P. Botler
Iæland N. Chisholm
Jeffery J. Clark
Janis Cohen
Michael R. Currie
Beth Dobson
R. Terrance Duddy
Neale A. Duffett
Martha D. Dunlap
Linda Smith Dyer
Mary Lou Dyer
David J. Ferrucci
Mary M.L.H. Flint
Martha E. Freeman
Vicki J. Gordan
Robert B. Gregory
Rupert J. Jennings, III
Robert J. Keach
Mary Gay Kennedy
William C. Leonard
William N. Lund
John D. Monahan, Jr.
Roberta A. Ouellette
Paulette P. Parker
Ruth E. Plagenhoef
Gregory W. Powell
Peter H. Priest
Michael Richards
Richard A. Shinay
Peter H. Stewart
Marsha A. Weeks Traill
Judith A. Fletcher Woodbury
Christopher A. Wyskiel
CLASS OF 1981
30 Donors
44% Particípation
$3,530.00
Mark A. Beede
Ellen S. Best
Ronald L. Bissonnette
Maryellen Black-Albanese
Michael P. Cant¿ra
Edgar S. Catlin, III
Eve H. Cimmet
Philip M. Coffin, III
Joanne F. Cole
Thomas S. Coward
William W. Darrow, Jr.
Paul F. Driscoll
Linda B. Gifford
Richard R. Gosselin
James A. Houle
Mark A. Kearns
CLASS OF 1984
4l Donors
57% Participation
$3,015.00
Edward R. Benjamin, Jr.
Gregg L. Bertonazzi
Lisa R. Bertonazzi
I¿wrence P. Brown
Pamela M. Bugosh
Cynthia T. Churchill
Edwin R. Daggett, Jr.
George F. Eaton, II
Edmund R. Folsom
l¿uren C. Folsom
Gary A. Gabree
John E. Geary
Raymond L. Gill
Kevin F. Gordon
P. Andrew Hamilton
Evan M. Hansen
Timothy H. Hiebert
Ann T. Hollyday
John James
Anne H. Jordan
Robert H. Jordan
William S. Kany
Donna M. Katsiaficas
James N. Katsiaficas
Robert M. Knight
David J. Lakari
Pauline M. lamontagne
Margaret B. McCloskey
John C. McCurry
Peter A. Meyer
T. Gregory Motta
Catherine F. Murphy
Mark S. O'Brien
Jay H. Otis
Sally Bradley Peacock
Thomas E. Powers
James M. Roux
Peter M. Sherman
Drew E. Swenson
Karin R. Tilberg
Edwinna C. Vanderzanden
Janmarie Toker
Michael Trainor
Susan D. Kertzer
Michael J. McCarthy
l¿wrence J. Mullen
Eve H. Oyer
Susan E. Peck
John J. Polak, Jr.
James D. Poliquin
Anne P. Schaad
Susan G. Shorey
Marina E. Thibeau
Nancy L. Thomas
Pamela W. Waite
Arlyn H. Weeks
Gail D. Wright
CLASS OF 1982
32 Donors
457o Participation
$3,030.00
John A. Bell
Martha L. Casey
E. Anne Catlin
Thomas J. Connolly
Geoffrey K. Cummings
Dorcas H. Deans
Christopher C. Dinan
Edward F. Feibel
Jan E. Paradise Fiorica
Douglas S. Foote
Deborah A. Hall
William H. Hanson
Barbara Harris
Christopher C. Leighton
Kathryn M. Longley-tæahy
Edward S. MacColl
Nancy Diesel Mills
Mary P. Mitchell Friedman
John M. Morgan
Ann M. Murray
Thomas J. Pelletier
Robert J. Plourde
BethAnne L. Poliquin
Thomas L. Shupp
Richard J. Silver
David M. Spencer
Wendy O. Thaxter
William J. Tymoczko
Carolyn G. Walker
Robin D. Walmsley
Joseph J. Wathen
Thomas R. Watson
CLASS OF 1983
15 Donors
247o Participation
$1,622.50
Martin S. Amick
Charles R. Bean
Mary B. Devine
Thomas A. Dyhrberg
Dale L. Gavin
Charles G. Henegar
John A. Hobson
Robert V. Hoy
Bryce W. Ingraham
William O. LaCasse
Iæslie E. Lowry,III
Patricia Reynolds Regan
Wayne P. Roberts
Alan E. Shepard
Daniel R. Warren
CLASS OF 1985
32 Donors
407o Participation
$1,705.00
Richard H. Bashian
David R. Beneman
Timothy P. Benoit
Robert J. Bocko
Robert W. Bower, Jr
David L. Brandt
Jonathan W. Brogan
Jeri E. Brown
Paul S. Bulger
Elizabeth A. Burns
Debra Ferguson
Geoffrey M. Fitzgerald
Randall A. Goff
James C. Hunt
Edward J. Kane
Maureen E. Keegan
Bradley M. Lown
Faye E. Luppi
Ignatius L.A. Mactællan
John D. McKay
Andrea C. Najarian
John C. Nivison, II
Melissa W. Norton
John D. Pelletier
Anthony E. Perkins
Lunsford D. Phillips
Jane Surran Pyne
David P. Silk
Valerie Stanfill
Mitchell M. Tannenbaum
Vendean V. Vafiades
David W. Zesiger
CLASS OF 1986
29 Donors
367o Participation
$1,620.00
Elizabeth A. Armstrong
Rosalyne S. Bernstein
Shari D. Broder
Eric J. Bryant
Sara O. Burlock
James W. Chapman, Jr.
Monica A. Ciolfi
Mark T. Corbly
Clifford B. Corson
Philip D. Cross
Edward David, M.D.
Richard W. Elliott, II
Robert Ellis, Jr.
David D. Farrar
Paul E. Fillmore
Wayne R. Foote
Glen S. Goodnough
James B. Haddow
Anne LaCombe
Michelle Jodoin t¿Fond
Elizabeth L. Lovejoy
Jennifer Hall McKay
Ju¡ne Z. Schau
David S. Severance
Joanne I. Simonelli
Kaighn Smith, Jr.
Joan Sturmthal
Eugene F. Sullivan, III
Martha F. Willard
CLASS OF 1987
37 Donors
56% Participation
$2,412.00
Anonymous
Michael G. Bernier
Edward A. Brown
Christine Bruenn
Natalie L. Burns
David P. Chamberlain
Linda J. Conti
Sheila M. Donahue
Robert E. Ducharme
Diane Dusini
Jonathan M. Flagg
Margaret E. Gallie
Kristin A. Gustafson
Eric R. Herlan
Jonathan B. Huntington
Norine C. Jewell
MaryJean Kanabis
Margaret C. Kenney
Arthur J. Lamothe
Andrew Landry
Michele M. Lataille
Gwendolyn H. Lyford
John A. McCauley
Jeffrey A. Nathanson
David J. Nichols
Robert B. Ravenelle
Timothy E. Robbins
G. Steven Rowe
Rubin G. Segal
William P. Shumaker
Elting H. Smith, Jr.
Susan A. Sparaco
Mark E. Standen
Joanne B. Steneck
Vilean Taggersell
Joel C. Vincent
Daniel B. Wyman
CLASS OF 1988
37 Donors
49% Participation
$1,530.00
Beth N. Ahearn
Edmond J. Bearor
Patrick S. Bedard
Stephen D. Bither
Sylvia F. Brewster
Janet Vanacek Bull
l¡uis B. Butterfield
David A. Chase, II
William H. Coogan
Anne H. Cressey
Kevin T. Crilly
Kathryn E. Davis
Terence M. Harrigan
Michael H. Hill
Rosemary Hull
Neil D. Jamieson, Jr
Robert A. Jutras
Elizabeth G. Knox
Robert A. Levine
Susan H. Livingston
Allan E. Lobozzo
Willi¿m D. Lopez
Lisa C. Lunn
Paula J. McFaul
Carol L. Mitchell
Michael W. Murphy
Patricia A. Nelson-Reade
Timothy H. Norton
Patricia A. Peard
Thomas J. Poulin
Wayne R. Reed
Christopher H. Roney
Donna M. Ryan
Jane E. Skelton
Daniel J. Stevens
Ryan S. Stinneford
Elizabeth C. Woodcock
Thomas B. Nicholson
Joseph M. O'Connor
Colleen J. Quint
A. Robert Ruesch
Patricia M. Stevens
Elizabeth R. Stout
Nathan S. Szanton
Yilin Tang
Benjamin P. Townsend
Kathryn L. Vezina
FACULTY AND FRIENDS
OF THE LAW SCHOOL
Anonymous
Hon. Donald G. Alexander
Charles W. Allen
Joan Amerling
John W. Ballou
Sumner T. Bernstein
John V. Bonneau
Hon. G. Arthur Brennan
Janet Brysh
Andrew A. Cadot
Hon. Robert W. Clifford
Associate Dean and Professor
David P. Cluchey
Hon. Samuel W. Collins, Jr.
Kevin M. Cuddy
Hon. Conrad K. Cyr
Howard H. Dana, Jr.
Joseph L. Delafield, III
Professor Orlando E. Delogu
Hon. Bernard M. Devine
Daniel R. Donovan, Jr.
Hon. Armand A. Dufresne, Jr.
Richard C. Engels
Donald F. Fontaine
Professor and Dean Emeritus
Edward S. Godfrey
Robert I. Goldman
William S. Harwood
Michael T. Healy
Edwin A. Heisler
Hon. Harriet P. Henry
Merton G. Henry
Franklin G. Hinckley
Hon. D. Brock Hornby
Hon. Frederick A. Johnson
Keith C. Jones
Irving Kagan
John N. Kelly
Assoc. Prof. Colleen A. Khoury
Hugh S. Kirkpatrick
Martha Gay Kirkpatrick
Gayle Knowlton
Audrey Kogut
Ralph I. Lancaster, Jr.
Professor Michael B. Lang
William H. I¿ubenstein, III
Kenneth Laurence
Professor Merle W. Loper
Professor Carter H. Manny, III
Joel C. Martin
Margaret D. McGaughey
Hon. Vincent L. McKusick
CLASS OF 1989
2l Donors
43Vo Participation
$2,075.00
Heidi A. Bean
Christine A. Bither
Daniel L. Cummings
l¡uise M. Davis
Carmen M. Dorsey
Joanne P. Dugan
Daniel R. Felkel
Lisa C. Fink
Alicia E. Flaherty
Michelle Allott Landmann
Michael K. Martin
Gregory A. Moffett
Victoria Powers
Katherine M. Ralston
Jaye E. Rooney
Rebecca J. Sargent
Susan M. Schultz
John K. Veroneau
Peter J. Wiley
Carol A. Yerden
Genrong Yu
CLASS OF 1990
32 Donors
4lVo Pafücipation
$1,215.00
Kevin G. Anderson
Mary T. Bilodeau
Paul W. Cadigan
Paula F. Caughey
Jennifer S. Giancarlo Cicchetti
Jon P. Clark
John W. Conway
Robert Deschene
Sally A. Erickson
Deborah A. Fauver
Julia A. Finn
Cornelia Fuchs Fisher
Jeanne A. Foy
Scott G. Hunter
Martha D. Kelley
Mark Lawrence
Joyce G. Iæary
Robert F. Macdonald
Nancy Wanderer Mackenzie
Albert A. Mavrinac
Mary-Janet McCafferty
Kelly A. McMorran
Sumner Peter Mills, Jr.
læonard M. Nelson
Dawn Marie Pelletier
Gerald F. Petruccelli
Donald L. Philbrick
David Plimpton
Bert Prunty
Howard T. Reben
Gerald E. Rudman
Paul L. Rudman
Hon. L. Damon Scales, Jr
Hon.I¡uis Scolnik
Fred C. Scribner, Jr.
Michael D. Seitzinger
William C. Smith
V/infred A. Stevens
Benjamin Thompson
Sigrid E. Tompkins
Stanley R. Tupper
L¡wis V. Vafiades
Hon. Elmer H. Violette
Hon. Donald W. Webber
Curtis Webber
Peter B. Webster
Assoc. Prof. William Wells
Hon. Sidney W. Wernick
Joyce A. Wheeler
I¡uis A. Wood
Professor L. Kinvin Wroth
Cumberland County Bar
Association
Curtis, Thaxter, Stevens, Broder
& Micoleau
DEC
KPMG Peat Marwick
Foundation
Northeast Utilities
Tyco laboratories, Inc.
UNUM Charitable Foundation
3M
1950-1961: David S. Silsby
1962-1964: Henry N. Berry,III
1965:Hon. Edward R. Thomton, Jr
1966: William J. Parls, Jr.
1967: Rendle A. Jones
l9ó8: Peter M. We¿therbee
1969: Robert N. Walker
1970: Richard G. Cervizzi
l97l: Robert F. Hanson
1972:Geofrrey H. Hole
1973: Keith A. Powers
Edmond Bearor'88
Elizabeth L. Boynton'74
Andrew Broaddus'80
Natalie Bums'87
Aroostook County Bar
Association
Bank of Boston
The Boeing Company
Clifford, Clifford & Stone
Thanks to Class Agent¡:
1974: Joseph C. Chawes
1975:Richard A. Hull, ilI
1976:Paula D. Silsby
1977: William B. Jordan
1978: F. Mark Terison
1979: Robert A. Burgess
1980: Janis Cohen
l98l: James A. Houle
1982: E. Anne Catlin
Joseph J. Wathen
David J. Ferrucci'80
Julia A. Finn'90
James Haddow'86
John C. Hunt'73
Class Agent Lunch
Tlre Roma, Februaty 27, l99l
1983:Martin S. Amick
Mary B. Devine
1984: Edwin R. Daggett, Jr.
James M. Roux
1985: Ignatius L.A. Macl¿llan
David P. Silk
1986: David D. Farrar
1987: Diane Dusini
1988: Jane Skelton
1989: Gregory Moffett
1990: Eliz¿beth Stout
l,eonard Ianger'78
Stephen Moriarty'78
Thomas E. Powers'84
John K. Veroneau'89
Thanks to those who joined Class Agents for the December phonathon:
Keíth Powers '73, Class Agent
Extraordínaíre: Híghest Percentage
oJ Gívíng- 59%, Second Largest
G¡ît 
- 
85,935.
Dean Zìllman thanks class agents:
Henry Berry '64, Líz Stout'90, Bob
Hanson '71, 1990 Annual Fund
Chair Davíd Hawkes'69, David
Farrar'86
ter approach to freeingjudges from
national and career pressures would
be to give them life tenure.
Finally, the willingness of states to
refer international disputes to the
Court ultimately depends on the
determination by the disputing states
that the matter is amenable to legal
resolution. As two scholars have
stated in describing in general the
development of legal systems, "[t]he
problem of jurisdiction. . . was basi-
cally a problem of how the dispute
was to be conceptualized. . . . The
emergence of the idea of lawfulness
depends upon the tendency of dispu-
tants to conceptualize disputes in
essentially legal terms, or in terms that
place the dispute under the control of
legal machinery." To advance the
influence of law and legal institutions
in international politics, the Court
must act to "facilitate and not hamper
progress in the desired direction." The
critical question is: How is this to be
done?
International law and international
institutions, like domestic law and
domestic institutions, require political
support for their efficacy. The political
underpinning of a legal order may be
physical power, which, in the interna-
tional sphere, could be provided by
the military and economic dominance
of one, two, or a small number of
cooperating states. A legal order may
also rest on its legitimacy, or the par-
ticipants' perspectives that important
decisions will be made according to
certain fundamental processes and
principles generally accepted by the
community. As a rule, effective legal
systems are supported by both physi-
cal power and the idea of legitimacy.
lrgitimacy, however, is a more
important support for law and legal
institutions in the international sphere
because of the fragmentation of power
at that level, Therefore, the Court
must not venture too far out in front
of the expectations of the world
community regarding what it should
and should not do, for its strength as
an institution depends ultimately on
the support of the community of
ståtes.
This is not to say that the Court
should merely act in response to
world public opinion as it sees it. The
Court must be the leader and molder
of that opinion. *[A] court is not an
inert mirror reflecting current mores
but an active participant in the enter-
prise of articulating the implications
of shared purposes . . . .tltl follows
that in extending the 'rule of law' to
international relations, law and com-
munity of purpose must develop
together." On a case-by-case basis, the
greater the apparent consent to adjud-
ication, the greater the jurisprudential
latitude the Court should have to
articulate shared purposes and formu-
late new rules of law.
The United States can enhance the
role of the Court by agreeing with
other nations to refer more cases to
the Court, as it has recently done with
Italy and lran, and encouraging other
countries to refer their disputes to the
Court. The United States can also
accept the Court's compulsory juris-
diction by a new declaration. Addi-
tionally, it can work to expand the
Court's jurisdiction by amending the
Court's Statute.
However, the objective of revived
recourse to international adjudication
cannot be simply to allow the Court
to resolve the "easy" cases, just as the
Court should not be required to avoid
politically "difficult" ones. Submitting
disputes to the Court for binding deci-
sion advances the rule oflaw only if
states present arguments with legal,
rather than political, underpinnings.
Each nation must resolve to engage in
the process as a participant in the
search for principled decision accord-
ing to the rules of international law.
Therefore, the United States must
conduct its relations with the Court in
a way that is appropriate for a party
in an adjudicative proceeding. It must
not view the Court essentially as a
political institution and conduct its
dealings with the Court in political
terms.
International adjudication is a fra-
gile institution. It rests on a tenuous
political base and is constantly chal-
lenged by states asserting their sover-
eign prerogatives. However,
international adjudication can assist in
resolving important disputes between
nations. The Court stands as a symbol
of the rule of law in international
affairs. Like the Supreme Court of the
United States during the formative
period of the American republic, and
the Court of Justice of the European
Communities today, the Court can
play a major role in strengthening the
sense of legal community among its
component states.
To do this the Court must be sensi-
tive to its institutional position and
must neither abdicate its function
when judicial resolution is required,
nor adjudicate controversies without a
firm jurisdictional foundation. The
Court can clarify contentious issues of
international law and assert its author-
ity to adjudicate issues impinging on
the political relations ofstates except
when doing so would diminish sup-
port for its institutional status or
existence.
The United States, for its part, owes
a duty to other nations and to its own
tradition to pursuejustice in interna-
tional affairs through judicial means
and in good faith. The United States,
and all nations for that matter, must
support the Court and the rule of law
for which it stands, and not sacrifice
for short-term advantage the long-
term benefits of international
adjudication. r
Jennífer Stone workíng out ìn her
kayøk ofr Cffi Island
Student Aims
For Olympics
The only person on the United
States wornen's white water kayaking
team who didn't train full time last year
wæ Jennifer Stone. She wæ also a
student at the University of Maine
School of L¿w. She still managed to do
well, capturing a third place finish at
læt summer's Olympic Festival in
Minnesota. She is currently ranked 3rd
in the U.S. and l lth in the world. But
she believes she can do a lot better.
Halfway through law school, Jennifer
has taken this semester off, to train full
time. "I know I won't get the results I
want without training full time, and
with the Olympics just two years
away, I thought the time was right. I
want to give it my best effort, and the
chance to be in the Olympics is a now
or never opportunity," she said. I
E
t] ffir
David B. Hawkes'ó9
President's
Column
I have no doubt that l99l will be a
remarkable year for the Alumni Asso-
ciation and for our law school. The
introduction and installation of a new
dean would make any year interest-
ing, but when this event is combined
with the construction of a new library,
David J. Fletcher '71 talks with
Hon. Thomas E. Delahanty, II'70
a challenging state and university
budget, and a difficult economy, the
year will inevitably assume a special
flavor.
Before focusing on 1991, however,
I would like to report the success
achieved by the Alumni Association
in its 1990 Annual Fund campaign.
Although tension was high until the
very last moment, we not only
reached, but exceeded our goal of
raising $90,000 in 1990. The fact that
we were able to achieve success in
such a difficult year makes all the
work done by the letter writers,
volunteer callers, class agents, the
development office and especially
you, the check signers, that much
more gratifying. Many hearçfelt
thanks to all who helped make our
goal a reality.
On to 1991. At the first meeting of
the alumni board in 1991, we decided
to slightly change the format of our
board meetings by inviting faculty
members to participate in board meet-
Arlyn H. Weeks '81, Deøn Emerì-
tus Edwørd S. GodJrey, Carol L.
Maines '84 and AIan F, Hardíng
'78
ProJessor Judy Potter with Saroh
Allison Thornton '76 and Mary
Mitchell Friedmøn'82
ings and share their views on the
operation and atmosphere of the law
school. Our objective is to gain a bet-
ter underst¿nding of the Law School's
current situ¿tion and its future needs
by acquainting ourselves with those
individuals who are most familiar
with its operation, the faculty.
At our first meeting, Dean Zillman
shared his reflections on his first
months as Dean of the L¿w School
and his initial impressions of life in
Maine. We are looking forward to
similar conversations with other
members of faculty in the hope that
these discussions will assist us in dis-
covering new ways by which the
Alumni Association may facilitate
increasing the quality ofthe learning
environment at the Law School.
On behalf of the Alumni Associa-
tion, I look forward to joining the
[¿w Schoolalumni and faculty in a
united effort to meet the financial and
academic challenges of 1991. r
ô 3¡l*
Former Dean L. Kínvin Wroth
wìth hís staff, and book presented
by them upon hìs retirement ss
dean, from leJt to ríght: Frances
Tucker, Registrar; Gayle Knowl-
ton, Dírector of Adminístratìon;
Gayle Rogowski, Secretary; Kristi
ClifJord, AdmínÍstratìve Assistant
to the Dean; Patti tl/hìte, Adminìs-
trative Assistant; Anne Schaff,
Administrative Assístant; Nøncy
Knight, Adminìstratìve Assìstant;
Frøn Tíbbetts, Admìnístrotìve
Assistant; Jean Denníson, Secre-
tary; ønd Joan Amerling, Dírector
of Pløcement, Alwnni and
Development,
Maine State Bar Association
Winter Meetlng JanuatY t7-te, teet
Alumni Participation Alumni Reception
Donna Bailey '86 and Rendle A.
Jones '67 served on the panel, "Pro-
bate Aspects of Maine Real Estate
Titles." Kay R.H. Evans'77, Direc-
tor, LREsources at the Law School,
reported on "lawyers With Class,"
and Linda Smith Dyer '80 gave rhe
"tægislative Update" at the Annual
Business Meeting. Paul W. Chaiken
'74 was moderator and Alice E.
CIifford'88 and Dennis L. Mahar
'86 were on the panel, "Response
of the Bar to the Report of the Maine
Commission on Legal Needs." Nor-
man J. Rattey'82 was on the panel,
"Corporate Record Keeping." Tho-
mas G. Ainsworth '74 and Susan B.
Hunter'76were on the panel, "Eco-
nomic Aspects of Divorce." I
Alumni News
'65 gon.Daniel E. Wathen was
the guest luncheon speaker at the
Maine St¿te Bar Association's Con-
tinuing Legal Education program,
"Effective St¿te and Municipal Hear-
ing Practice," held in Augusta on
March 8, 1991. His speech was titled,
"Winning Below, Losing Above."
'71 nonuld J. Cullenberg has
been elected the Governor of District
Three of the Maine State Bar
Association.
'72 P"t"rJ. DeTroy III has
become a fellow of the American Col-
lege of Trial Lawyers. The association
is restricted to l7o of ftial lawyers
nationwide, to individuals who have
practiced for fifteen years, and who
have tried a substantial number of
jury cases in state and federal courts.
It tries to improve the standards of
trial practice, the administration of
justice and the ethics of the profession.
Maine has approximately 15
members. Paul R. Dionne has been
elected vice chairman of the Central
Maine Medical Center board of trus-
tees. Clifford H. Goodall and Geof-
frey H. Hole both participated in the
Maine State Bar Association Continu-
ing Legal Education program, "Effec-
tive St¿te and Municipal Hearing
Practice," held in Augusta on March
8.
'73 non..t S. Briggs has become
president and chief executive officer
of Bangor Hydro-Electric Company.
He joined the company in 1979 as
vice president and general counsel and
was elected president and chief oper-
ating officer in 1988. William P.
Hardy served on the faculty of the
Maine State Bar Association's Con-
tinuing Legal Education program, "A
Survival Guide for Workers' Com-
pensation in the 1990's," held in
Augusta on February 8. The panel
discussed, "Iægislative Reform: Why
Does the Legislature Keep Amending
the Maine Workers' Compensation
Act?: A Policy Debate About the Pol-
itical Future of Workers' Compensa-
tion in Maine." Ellsworth T.
Rundlett, III has been elected the
Governor of District Two of the
Maine State Bar Association. Richard
\ü. Smith (v) served on the faculty of
the MSBA's CLE program, "The
Gary F. Tharne'73
Ifyou are a sports fan, you know
what Gary F. Thorne'73 is doing
thæe days. Turn on a New Jersey
Devils hockey game; Gary is the play-
by-play broadcaster. During baseball
season, you'll see him on ESPN. He's
busy 
- 
"the Devils season started the
day after the final baseball game I did
this year," he said 
- 
and he loves it.
After law school, Gary entered the
Army JAG Corps, and simultane-
ously earned his LL.M. in labor law
at Georgetown University Law Cen-
ter. He retumed to Maine in 1977 and
practiced law with Mitchell & Stearns
in Bangor, specializing in labor issues.
Broadcasting, however, had been a
part of his life for years. He began
doing radio play-by-play for baseball
and football in high school, and
throughout college and law school, he
continued broadcasting on a part-time
Definition of Subdivision in Maine
Iaw," held in Bangor on November
30, 1990. Joseph A. Troiano was on
the faculty of "Maine Loan Work-
outs," a seminar sponsored by Profes-
sional Education Systems, Inc., held
in Portland on February 28.
'74P^rlW. Chaiken has been
elected Third Vice President of the
Maine State Bar Association, effective
January l, 1991. Joel B. Russ served
on the faculty of the MSBA's Contin-
uing Legal Education Program, "
Survival Guide for Workers' Com-
pensation," held in Augusta on Feb-
ruary 8. Ralph L. Tucker, Jr. served
on the faculty of this program, deliver-
ing a "State of the Commission"
address titled "A View from the
Chairperson's Perch."
basis on both radio and TV. When he
began practicing law in1977,he also
became the first broadcaster for the
University of Maine hockey team.
In 1984, with three partners, Gary
purchased a AAA baseball club and
brought the team to Maine . He left
his practice temporarily to become the
Director of Broadcasting for the
Maine Guides. That temporary leave
became permanent when the Mets
approached him to be their radio
broadcaster. Two years later he began
doing the New Jeræy Devils play-by-
play for Sports Channel. He left the
Mets for the White Sox during 1989.
He now does baseball broadcasting
for ESPN and is also on ABC's roster
of sports broadcæters.
"It's fun, it's great fun," Thorne
commented, but said he also misses
the law. "I really enjoyed the
research, writing and arguing involved
in appellate work, and I miss the aca-
demic part of the law." Broadcasting,
however, "was always pulling at me,"
and when his break came, from the
Mets, he was off and running.
He believes his law degree has
helped his broadcasting career. "It has
separated me from others," he said.
"People look at the law degree as spe-
cial, taking a certain kind of drive to
earn. It put me one step ahead of
others.'o While Gary knew he had to
leave Maine to pursue broadcasting,
he now hopes he has reached a point
where he can retum to his native state
and travel from here. I
'75 will¡"m H. Dale served on
the faculty of the Maine State Bar
Association's Continuing Legal Edu-
cation program, "Effective State and
Municipal Hearing Practice," held on
March 8 in Augusta. N. Paul Gauv-
reau (Democrat) was re-elected to the
Maine Senate in last November's elec-
tion. He represents District 23,
læwiston.
t76 
suon R. Farnsworth
(Democrat, Hallowell) was re-elected
to the Maine House of Represenüa-
tives in last November's election.
Patricia M. McDonough became a
member of the law firm, Jensen,
Baird, Gardner & Henry, on JanuarY
l,l99l. Janet T. Mills (Democrat)
was re-elected District Attorney for
District Three, Androscoggin, Oxford
and Franklin Counties.
'77 rr"a"rick H. Greene,III,
Stephen T. Hessert, and Commis-
sioner Peter P. Michaud served on
the faculty of the Maine State Bar
Association's Continuing Legal Edu-
cation program, "A Survival Guide
for Workers' Compensation," held on
February 8 in Augusta. Rebecca H.
Farnum was elected PresidenGElect
of the Maine State Bar Association,
effective January l,l99l. Richard P.
Flewelling served on the faculty of
the MSBA's CLE program, "Effective
State and Municipal Hearing Prac-
tice," held in Augusta on March 8.
'78 rvuryAnne Davis has
become associated with Vafiades,
Brountas & Kominsky, Bangor. She
had been living in Florida and pre-
viously worked for Alpert, Josey &
Grilli, Tampa. Mark G. Lavoie
served on the faculty of the seminar,
"Maine Document Control: Organiza-
tion, Management & Production of
Discovery Documents," sponsored by
Professional Education Systems, Inc.
and Maine Association of Paralegals,
held in Portland onMarch22.
Michael E. Saucier has been elected
Chair of the Juvenile Justice Advisory
Group, a statewide organization
responsible for recommending alloca-
tion for federal funding ofjuvenile
justice projects in Maine. Rebecca
Warren Seel served on the faculty of
the Maine St¿te Bar Association's
Continuing Legal Education program,
"The Definition of Subdivision in
Maine Law," held in Bangor on
November 30, 1990.
Daniel J. Schatz '78, wíth hís wífe
Mary ønd sons Luke ønd Chrís-
tìan in Hong Kong, on theìr way to
Chittø
'79 e"rrrd P. Conley, Jr.
(Democrat), formerly a State Repre-
sentative, was elected St¿te Senator
from Portland's Senate District 30 last
November,
Daniel J. Schatz ?8 traveled to
China in November to give a series of
lectures at Zhongshan (Sun Yat-Sen)
University in Guangzhou. He and his
wife, Mary, and their sons Luke,
eight, and Christian, ñve, spent three
week living at the University in
Guangzhou (Canton), People's
Republic of China. Dan gave a series
oflectures on land use and environ-
mental law topics in the Geography
Department and his wife, Mary, gave
lectures in the Foreign l^anguage
Department regarding her work as a
social worker.
For the past eight years, Dan has
taught land uæ and environmental
law in the graduate Department of
Community Planning and Area
Development at the University of
Rhode Island. His teaching in China
was part of the department's informal
exchange program with the Geo-
graphy Department at Zhongshan
University. Before joining the law
firm Flanders + Medeiros Inc. in
Providence as a litigator, Dan served
for five years as chief counsel for the
Rhode Island Public Utilities Com-
mission. Prior to that he was a special
assistant attorney general and the
environmental advocate for the Siate.
Dan said he and his family were
impressed with how friendly people in
Guangzhou were: "People were extra-
ordinarily friendly, both on campus
and in the city." And he commented
that you couldn't help but be
impressed with how many people
there are.
He found the students very inter-
ested in how land use issues are dealt
with in the United States, particularly
the role government plays in regulat-
ing pollution. He had had some initial
concen$ about focusing on legal
issues since his lectures were being
sponsored by the Geography Depart-
ment, but said the students picked up
on what he was saying and asked
insightful questions. One memorable
exchange, he said, occurred when he
was lecturing about the taking issue.
A student asked, "If the peasants in
the United Søtes buy land at a low
price and sell it at a high price, do
they get to keep the profits?" He
responded, "Thatns the name of the
game." r
'8O stupt anie P. Anderson
(Republican) was elected District
Attorney of District Two, Cumber-
land County, on election day last
November. R. Terrance Duddy
served on the faculty of the seminar
sponsored by Professional Education
Systems, Inc., "Depositions: Strate-
gies, Tactics and Mechanics," held in
Portland on March 6. David J. Fer-
rucci has announced the opening of
his office for the general practice of
law at 30 Milk Street, Portland.
Robert J. Keach is the co-author of
"Who Will Hear Your Case: Defen-
dant's Right to a Jury Trial in Bank-
ruptcy Proceedings," Maine Bar
Journal, November, 1990. He also
served on the faculty of a seminar
sponsored by Professional Education
Systems, Inc., "Maine Loan Work-
outs," held in Portland on February
28. Richard A. Shinay served on the
faculty of the Maine State Bar Associ-
ation's Continuing Legal Education
program, "The Definition of Subdivi-
sion in Maine Law," held in Bangor
on November 30. Nancy C. Ziegler
has become reassociated with the firm
Curtis, Thaxter, Stevens, Broder &
Micoleau, Portland.
€ 
I ¡"-". M. Bowie has been
named a partner at the law ñrm of
Skelton, Taintor and Abbott in
Auburn. Before joining the firm in
1989, he was an assist¿nt attorney
general for the state of Maine.
Michael P. Cantara (Democrat) was
elected District Attorney of District
One, York County, on election day
last November. He had previously
served as mayor of Biddeford.
'82 cn¡.topher c. Dinan served
on the faculty of a seminar sponsored
by Professional Education Systems,
Inc., "Depositions: Strategies, Tactics
and Mechanics," held in Portland on
March 6.
'83 o"ni"l R. Warren is the
author of "How to Make Friends,
Influence People and Assist the Local
Boy Scouts: A Guide on Incorporat-
ing Local, Nonprofìt Organizations,"
Maine Bør Journal,November, 1990,
and of "I Don't Believe in Santa
Claus, or Voluntary Pro Bono Work,"
Maine Bar Journal, Janwry, 1991.
Attorncy Gencral Míchsel E. Car-
penfer'83
Michael E. Carpenter'83 was
elected Attorney General of Maine,
defeating two other candidates in a
tightly contested race. Carpenter, a
graduate of the University of Maine,
served with the U.S. Army from 1969
to 1973, serving in Vietnam from
1970 to l97l.He was elected six
times to the Maine lægislature, first to
the House of Representatives, and
then for five terms in the Senate,
where he was Assist¿nt Majority
Lpader during the lllth Session.
From 1989 to 1991, after leaving the
Senate, he practiced law in Houlton
and served as Assisüant District Attor-
ney in Aroostook County.
A native of Hammond Plant¿tion,
Houlton, Carpenter is the third attor-
ney general from Aroostook County.
The previous two were also from
Houlton, but Carpenter is the first
from Hammond Plantation and also
the first Democrat. "I am very excited
to have been elected," Carpenter said.
"I inherited an excellent and profes-
sional office and am very much look-
ing forward to the next couple of
years of administering the ofüce in a
fair and profæsional manner." I
€4 rvr"¿. s. o'Brien has been
promoted to district counsel of the
U.S. Small Business Administration,
Augusta. He has been with the SBA
since 1987.
€5 Ignatius Maclellan, formerly
with the law firm Sulloway, Hollis &
Soden, Concord, New Hampshire, has
been appointed by the N.H. Supreme
Court to the N.H. Board of Tax and
I^and Appeals. In addition to the
change in jobs, he was married to
Eleanor Holmes on November 24,
1990. He was also honored by the
N.H. Bar Association as the Merri-
mack County Pro Bono Attorney of
the Year, and in August, 1990, served
on the faculty of the N.H. Bar Associ-
ation's Continuing Legal Education
program on Housing Law. Valerie
Stanfill was made a partner of the
law firm Berman, Simmons and
Goldberg, Lewiston and Portland.
Before joining the firm in 1986, she
served as a law clerk to the Maine
Superior Court. Vendean V. Vafi-
ades has been appointed by Michael
E. Carpenter '83 to be Chief Deputy
Attomey General. She had previously
been associated with Bernstein, Shur,
Sawyer & Nelson, in their Augusta
office.
€6 n.nn¡s L. Mahar has joined
David J. Fletcher and John P. Foster
as a partner in the firm Fletcher, Fos-
ter & Mahar, Calais and Eastport.
€8 p"t¡"k s. Bedard has opened
a law ofñce at 15 Dow Highway,
Route 236, Marshwood Office
Group, Eliot, Maine. Carol L. Mit-
chell, formerly assistant vice president
and counsel at Maine Savings Bank,
joined Peoples Heritage Bank in Jan-
uary as vice president for legal affairs.
Jane E.R. Potter is the co-author,
with former associate professor Tybe
A. Brett, of "Risks to Human Health
Associated with Exposure to Pesti-
cides at the Time of Application and
the Role of the Courts," The Villan-
ova Environmental Law Journnl,
volume I, issue 2, 1990.In a note, the
authors explain that the article grew
out of a project for the Environmental
I¿w Clinic at the University of Maine
School of Law, and thank Clinic stu-
dents, particularly Anthony Derosby,
for their contributions.
'89 David P. Crocker, who
clerked for a year for the Maine
Supreme Judicial Court, has become
associated with Drummond, Wood-
sum, Plimpton & MacMahon, Port-
land and Biddeford. He is working in
their Portland office. William L.
Dawson, Jr. is the author of "Charles
Freeman Libby: Founder of the
Maine St¿te Bar Association," Maine
Bar Journal, January, 1991. Peter J.
Wiley became associated with the law
firm Robinson, Kriger, MacCallum &
Greene, Portland in November, 1990.
On February 21, he served as moder-
ator for the local panel which fol-
lowed the Maine State Bar Associat-
ion-l¿w School Continuing Legal
Education satellite program on the
implementation of the 1990 Clean Air
Act amendments. He also served on
the faculty of the MSBA CLE pro-
gram, "Effective State and Municipal
Hearing Practice," held in Augusta on
March 8.
'9O Mary T. Bilodeau has
announced the opening of her law
office at 825 Main Street in West-
brook, for the general practice of law.
Dana C. Hanley (Republican, Paris),
Mark W. Lawrence (Democrat, Kit-
tery), and Patricia M. Stevens
(Democrat, Bangor) were all re-
elected to the Maine House of Repre-
sent¿tives. Philip G. Mohlar became
associated with the law firm Ketterer
and Alsop in Norridgewock, as of
March l. r
L. Kinvìn Wroth receíving the Howard H. Dana, Jr, Awardtrom Maine
Bar Foundation Presídent Robert E. Hirshon
Alumni
Act¡vities
Houle'70, Stephen D. Jackson '73,
Ruth E. Plagenhoef '80, Richard L.
Roe'77, David C. Shonka '72, and
new-to-Washington, D.C. as Chair-
man of the Board of Veterans
Appeals, Charles L. Cragin'70. David
B. Hawkes'69, Alumni Association
President, and his son David, came
down from Portland. The event was
timed to coordinate with the AALS
Annual Meeting in Washington, and
thus allowed many faculty to attend
including Professors L. Kinvin Wroth,
Orlando E. Delogu, Merle W. Loper,
Melvyn Zarr, Colleen A. Khoury,
Michael B. Lang and William W.
Wells. Also attending were Robert
Beck, former visiting professor at the
Law School, Penny Hazelton, former
Law Librarian and Wendy Rice, legis-
lative assistant for education for Sena-
tor William S. Cohen.
The Annual New Hampshire
Alumni Dinner was held on January
31, in conjunction with the New
Hampshire State Bar Association win-
ter meeting. Dean Zillman and David
Hawkes traveled to Bedford for con-
versation and dinner with Hon.
Edward R. Thornton, Jr.'65, Samuel
R. Reid, III '82, Christopher A. Wys-
kiel '80, Doreen F. Connor'86,
Edwinna C. Vanderzanden'84, Peter
A. Meyer'84, Brenda C. Smith-Weiss
'84 and Paul G. Sanderson '78.
An Alumni Dinner in Seattle is def-
initely not an annual event, but
because Dean Zillman had to attend
an ABA meeting there in February,
he called Seattle area alumni (all six
of them) and the group gathered for
dinner at Umberto's on Thursday,
February 7. Attending were Yilin
Tang'90, Kathie S. Weibel'76,
James A. Skeel'75, George N.
Bowden '74 and his wife, who drove
in from Everett, and Linda B. Eide
'79. DeanZillman also visited by
phone with Thomas W. Hennen
'73. I
Ç
New York Cíty area alumní met ín
New York on November 8, 1990 to
meet Lìnda ønd Don Zìllmøn, (on
the IeJt) who drove ínlrom West
Poínt. Wíth the Zíllmans are Peter
H. Priest'80; Míchael ll. Murphy
'88; Sally A. Eríckson'90; Gary F.
Thorne '73; Annemaríe Levíns'83;
Steven A. Hammond '77, who
helped arrange the dìnner at
Hughes, Hubbqrd and Reed's
otfices; Genrong Yu'89; Talbott
Míller '78; John E. Baker '79 and
hís wíJe; and Edward W. Kleìn
'79.
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Andy Brown'76 and Charlìe
Cragín'70 øt Washíngton, D.C.
ReceptÍon
On January 3, Washington, D.C.
alumni gathered at the Capitol Hill
Club to meet new dean Donald Zill-
man at a reception and dinner.
Alumni attending included Andrew
Brown'76, James W. Chapman, Jr.
'86, David J. Evans '78, Philip P.
Deqn Zíllman with Davíd B.
Hawkes'69, Alumnì Associøtíon
PresÍdent, and ProJessor Orlando
E. Delogu, at llashíngton, D.C.
Receptìon, January 3, 1991
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